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Abstract
An obstacle to software reuse is the large number
of major modifications that frequently have to be made
as a consequence of dependencies within the reused
software components. In this paper, common coupling is
categorized and used as a measure of the dependencies
between software components. We compared common
coupling in three operating systems, Linux, FreeBSD,
and Mach, and related it to the reuse effort of these
systems. The measure is evaluated by studying the
creation of two operating systems, MkLinux which is
based on the reuse of Linux and Mach, and Darwin
which is based on the reuse of FreeBSD and Mach. We
conclude that the way that common coupling is
implemented in Linux kernel induces large dependencies
between software components, which required more
effort in order to be reused to produce MkLinux, while
the common coupling implemented in the Mach and
FreeBSD kernels induces few dependencies between

software components, which required less effort in order
to be reused to produce Darwin.
Keywords: Reuse, common coupling, kernel-based software,
MkLinux, Darwin

1. INTRODUCTION
Software reuse has become a topic of interest within
the software community because of its potential
benefits. These include increased productivity and
quality, and decreased cost and time-to-market.
Obviously the biggest savings are to be found in largescale reuse, that is, the reuse of a large portion of an
existing software product. A considerable amount of
research has been undertaken in this area [1, 2, 3].
One problem with software reuse is that large
software components may be dependent on other
components. On the one hand, suppose that the
components of a software product are classes that
communicate exclusively by message passing. The
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and Mach, and Darwin is produced through the reuse of
FreeBSD and Mach. However, MkLinux and Darwin
have different fates. MkLinux is active for only several
years (1996 to 2001) and the development is dormant
now. In contrast, Darwin is considered a successfully
project and has continually being developed and used
since 1998. In this paper, we use common coupling as a
measure to study the reuse effort in the creation of the
two operating systems.

dependency between the components is low, and it should
be possible to reuse one component in a new software
product with little difficulty. But if a software product
consists of components, all of which reference a large
number of global variables, it may be impossible to reuse
any one component in a new product without first totally
redesigning and reimplementing that component, thereby
all but defeating the purpose of reuse.
Many software products, including operating systems
and database management systems, are kernel-based.
That is, each implementation consists of required kernel
components, together with specific optional architecturespecific or hardware-specific non-kernel components. The
word kernel is overloaded. It can refer to a nucleus that
can execute certain instructions [4, 5], or to a set of
modules that are included in every installation. In this
paper, we use “kernel” in the latter sense.

The remainder of the paper is divided into six
sections. Section 2 discusses component dependencies
and reuse effort.
In Section 3, we review the
categorization of common coupling and discuss its
relation to reuse effort. We introduce additional
terminology in Section 4. Section 5 describes MkLinux,
Darwin, and other open-source operating systems. Section
6 contains the results of our study of open-source
operating systems. The conclusions are in Section 7.

Coupling is a measure of the degree of interaction
between two software components. It reflects the
modifiability and the maintainability of a software
product [6]. There are many different categorizations of
coupling, all of which include common (global)
coupling (two software components are common
coupled if they reference the same global variable).
Certain types of coupling, especially common coupling,
are considered to present risks for software development
and, in particular, for maintenance [7]. Common
coupling can also be used to measure the dependencies
between software components [8]. To reuse a kernel
component in another software product, it is important
that the kernel component should have minimal
dependency on other components. Accordingly, it is
important that the kernel components have as little
common coupling as possible.

2. SOFTWARE DEPENDENCIES
EFFORT

AND

REUSE

Coupling is a measure of the degree of dependency
between two software components (classes, modules,
packages, or the like). A good software system should
have high cohesion within each component and weak
coupling between components. Coupling between
components strengthens the dependency of one
component on others and increases the probability that
changes in one component may affect other components.
There are several different coupling categorizations [6,
9], all of which include common coupling. Common
coupling is considered to be a strong form of coupling,
that is, it induces strong dependencies between software
components, making software components difficult to
understand, maintain, and reuse [7].

In a previous study, Yu et al. [8] defined a new
categorization of common coupling within kernel-based
software, and used it to measure the maintenance effort
of kernel-based software. In this paper, we extend the
categorization and use it to evaluate reuse effort in
kernel-based software. Reuse and maintenance are
different in many ways. For example, reuse is almost
always optional, and often just one component or a few
related components are reused. In contrast, maintenance
is usually required, especially corrective maintenance,
and maintenance has to be performed on a software
product as a whole (hence the need for regression
testing). On the other hand, reuse and maintenance have
at least one feature in common: Both are adversely
affected by common coupling.

If a software component has strong dependencies (such
as common coupling) on other components, it requires
more effort to be adapted to a new environment. Common
coupling makes a software component difficult to reuse for
two reasons. First, suppose that we wish to reuse
component C0, and that C0 is common coupled to n
components C1, C2, … Cn. One alternative would be to
incorporate and reuse not just C0 but also components C1
through Cn as well. However, this would result in
unnecessary reuse and make the resulting product hard to
comprehend. A second alternative is to reuse component
C0 on its own, that is, without components C1 through Cn.
In order to do this, we would need to make major
modifications to C0. In fact, these modifications might well
be so drastic that it would be cheaper and quicker to design
and implement a new version of C0 from scratch, rather
than reuse the existing version. Therefore, it requires more
effort to reuse a component with strong coupling, like
common coupling.

MkLinux and Darwin are the outcomes of Apple
Computer’s endeavor to create new operating systems
based on the reuse of existing operating systems, in
which MkLinux is produced through the reuse of Linux
46
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The kernel is the common part of a kernel-based
software product. It is the most frequently reused
component; reuse of kernel-based software usually
consists of reusing all or most of the kernel, together
with certain other non-kernel components. Therefore,
the effort involved in reusing the kernel reflects the
reuse effort of a kernel-based software product.
Common coupling within a kernel-based product may
increase the dependency of the kernel on non-kernel
components and, therefore, it would require more effort
to reuse the kernel or the software product as a whole.

We consider two types of reuse. We refer to the
reuse of one or more independent kernel components as
kernel-component reuse and the reuse of all of the kernel
as entire-kernel reuse. When we wish to refer to either
kernel-component reuse or entire-kernel reuse, we use
the umbrella term kernel reuse.

3. COMMON COUPLING
REUSE EFFORT

A category-1 global variable is not used in a
kernel component, so definitions of the global
variable in other components (kernel or non-kernel)
cannot affect kernel components. All kernel
components are independent with respect to this
global variable. Accordingly, the presence of a
category-1 global variable will not cause difficulties
for kernel reuse. Therefore, no kernel reuse effort is
associated with a category-1 global variable.

AND

Dependencies induced by common coupling affect
the reuse effort; in general, more effort is needed to
reuse a component with a large number of global
variables. However, reuse effort is also affected by the
category into which each global variable falls.

SOFTWARE

Common coupling induces dependencies between
software components. As described in [8], these
dependencies are induced by the definition-use
mechanism; we say component C1 is dependent on
component C2 via global variable gv if C1 uses gv and
C2 defines gv (that is, if C2 changes the value of gv and
C1 utilizes that value).

A category-2 or category-3 global variable is
defined in one or more kernel components but not in
any non-kernel component. It is used in kernel
components. A category-2 or category-3 global
variable therefore induces dependencies between
kernel components. A kernel component that defines
a category-2 or category-3 global variable can affect
the reuse effort of any kernel component that uses
that global variable. Turning to the reuse effort of the
entire kernel, this is not affected by the presence of a
category-2 or category-3 global variable because
there is no definition outside the kernel.

In previous study [8], global variables were categorized
in terms of five categories, as summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Categorization of global variables in kernel-based
software [8]

Category
number
1

2

3

4

5

Description
A global variable defined in one or morekernel
components but not used in any kernel
components.
A global variable defined in one kernel
component and used in one or more kernel
components.
A global variable defined in more than one
kernel component, and used in one or more
kernel components.
A global variable defined in one or more nonkernel components and used in one or more
kernel components.
A global variable defined in one or more nonkernel components and defined and used in one
or more kernel components.

A kernel component that uses a category-4 or category5 global variable is dependent upon non-kernel components
that define that global variable. Thus, the presence of a
category-4 or category-5 global variable in a kernel
component negatively impacts both kernel-component
reuse as well as entire-kernel reuse. Hence, more effort for
kernel reuse is associated with category-4 and category-5
global variables than for categories 2 and 3.
Table 2 summarizes the impact of global variables in
different categories on kernel reuse effort.

This categorization of common coupling was introduced
within the context of kernel maintenance [8] and discussed the
impact of the existence of global variables in each category on
kernel maintenance. In this paper, the categorization of
common coupling is applied to software reuse effort.
Maintenance effort is not directly related to reuse effort, but
both are dependent on component dependencies. As described
in Section 2, strong dependencies affect not only software
maintenance but also software reuse. In the remainder of this
section, we discuss how our categorization of common
coupling can be used as a measure for reuse effort.

Table 2: The Impact of global variables on kernel reuse effort in
kernel-based software

Category
number
1
2
3
4
5
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Kernel-component
reuse effort
No impact
Negative impact
Negative impact
Negative impact
Negative impact

Entire-kernel reuse
effort
No impact
No impact
No impact
Negative impact
Negative impact
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In this study, we wished to understand the effort
involved in modifying the different pieces that were
reused to produce MkLinux and Darwin. Accordingly,
we studied the three major pieces from which MkLinux
and Darwin was built: version 3.0 of Mach, version
2.1.129 of Linux, and version 5.1 of Linux, from which
Mach 3.0 and Linux 2.1.129 were used to create
MkLinux 1.1 and Mach 3.0 and FreeBSD 5.1 were used
to create Darwin 7.0 [14].

4. NEW TERMINOLOGY
As indicated in the previous section, reuse is
hampered by definitions in non-kernel components that
affect uses in kernel modules. In order to be able to
quantify this phenomenon, we introduce additional
terminology in this section.
Terminology 1: A definition of a global variable that
induces a dependency of a kernel component on another
component is called a component-dependency-inducing
definition.

More precisely, we studied common coupling of the
following open-source operating systems: Mach 3.0,
FreeBSD 5.1, Linux 2.1.129 in order to understand the
effort to reusing these systems. To examine the results
of using common coupling to measure reuse effort, we
compared the source code of Linux 2.1.129, Mach 3.0,
and FreeBSD 5.1 with MkLinux 1.1 and Darwin 7.0.

Terminology 2: A global variable is kernel-on-nonkernel-dependency-inducing if it induces a dependency
of a kernel component on a non-kernel component.
Terminology 3: A kernel component is usedependency-induced if it contains a use of a kernel-onnon-kernel-dependency-inducing variable.

All these operating system are written in C or C++.
In this paper, a component is defined to be a source code
file (“.c” file, “.cpp”, or “.h” file). The size of the
product is measured in thousands of lines of code
(KLOC). Data regarding the number of components and
the number of lines of code of these systems are
provided in Table 3. All these operating systems are
kernel-based [15]. The column headed Kernel
components in Table 3 shows the number of components
in the kernel, and the number of lines of code in the
kernel components is shown in the column headed
Kernel KLOC. The column headed Non-kernel
components shows the number of components in the
non-kernel and the total number lines of code (both
kernel and non-kernel) is shown in column headed Total
KLOC. It should be noted that both MkLinux and
Darwin are dual kernel systems, in which MkLinux
contains Linux kernel and osfmk (Mach) kernel while
Darwin contains BSD kernel and osfmk (Mach) kernel.
This will be further illustrated in Section 6. It should be
noted that in Table 3, the kernel components are
determined according to their component names (kernel,
for example) within the source code three.

Terminology 4: A non-kernel component is
definition-dependency-inducing if it contains a
definition of a kernel-on-non-kernel-dependencyinducing variable.
This terminology is discussed and utilized in Section 6.

5. MKLINUX, DARWIN, AND OTHER OPENSOURCE OPERATING SYSTEMS
MkLinux is short for Microkernel Linux, which is one of
the outcomes of Apple Computer’s endeavor to adapt a
Unix-like kernel to create an operating system for Macintosh
computers [10]. This project was started in February 1996 by
integrating the Linux kernel with the Mach microkernel. In
the summer of 1998, MkLinux Developers Association took
over development of the system. However, the project
appears to be abandoned now, having not had a release since
2002. Some updates are occasionally produced, but no
further development [11].
Darwin is another outcome of Apple computer’s
endeavor to adapt a Unix-like operating system for
Macintosh computers [12]. In contrast to MkLinux,
Darwin was produced through the integration of
FreeBSD and Mach. The first version of Darwin
(version 0.1) was released on March, 1999. The latest
version (version 8.9) was released on March, 2007.
Darwin is considered a successful project. Until now it
is still actively developing new versions.

6. THE EFFORT TO REUSING LINUX, MACH,
AND FREEBSD
In the previous sections, we analyzed the relation
between common coupling and software reuse effort,
showing that common coupling can be used as a
measure of software reuse effort. In the following
subsections, we apply this measure to the three opensource operating systems and hence determine the reuse
effort.

In the creation of MkLinux and Darwin, the existing
software components, Mach, Linux, and FreeBSD,
designed and implemented separately, were customized
and reused. However, none of Linux, FreeBSD, or Mach
consists of ready-to-use building blocks. Modifications
had to be made and effort had to be spent on each of
those components in order to incorporate them into the
new product [13].

6.1. COMMON COUPLING IN GENERAL

We analyzed common coupling in the Mach,
FreeBSD, and Linux operating systems. Global
variables appearing in kernel components were
48
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identified by the Linux cross-referencing tool, lxr. Every
instance of a global variable was determined to be either
a definition or a use of that variable. An overview of
our results is summarized in Table 4. As shown in the
Table, there are 77 distinct global variables in the Mach
kernel. Altogether, there are 332 instances of global
variables in Mach kernel components. However, if
multiple instances of a given global variable in a
component are considered as one, there are 147 unique
instances of a global variable in Mach kernel
components. The other entries are similar. It worth
noting that Linux has many more instances of global
variables in kernel and non-kernel components than
Mach and FreeBSD.

In general, global variables induce dependencies
between software components and make the components
difficult to reuse. However, as outlined in Section 3, the
different categories of global variables have different
effects on the reuse effort. To understand how global
variables in the open-source operating systems affect the
kernel reuse effort, each global variable was assigned to
one of the five categories. Detailed results are shown in
Tables 5 through 7 for Mach, Linux, and FreeBSD,
respectively.
In the next two subsections, we discuss how
dependencies within a kernel component and the kernel
as a whole affect the reuse effort.

Table 3: The kernel and non-kernel structure of the five open-source operating systems

Kernel
Non-kernel
components
components
Mach 3.0*
71
892
Linux 2.1.129*
20
3,597
FreeBSD 5.1*
131
3,157
MkLinux 1.1**
135
4,647
Darwin 7.0**
196
1,658
*
single kernel system; **dual kernel system

Kernel KLOC

Total KLOC

30.576
9.829
108.475
67.718
110.482

365.502
1,512.314
1,821.619
1,855.384
744.528

Table 4: Global variables in open-source operating systems

Operating
system

Total number
of global
variables

Mach
Linux
FreeBSD

77
76
75

Number of
unique
instances of a
global variable
in kernel
components
147
137
166

Number of
unique instances
of a global
variable in nonkernel
components
99
2,027
338

Total number of
instances of
global variables
in kernel
components

Total number of
instances of
global variables
in non-kernel
components

332
759
483

228
6,964
770

Table 5: Definitions and uses of global variables in Mach

Category
number

Number
of global
variables

1
2
3
4
5
Overall

20
22
22
6
7
77

Kernel components
Number of
Number
Number of
instances of
of
unique
definitions
instances
instances of
of uses
a global
variable
20
20
–
47
36
105
51
52
69
6
–
9
23
12
29
147
120
212
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Non-kernel components
Number of
Number of
Number of
instances of instances of
unique
definitions
uses
instances of
a global
variable
20
19
23
25
–
54
1
–
1
17
27
44
36
13
47
99
59
169
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Table 6: Definitions and uses of global variables in Linux

Category
number

Number
of global
variables

1
2
3
4
5
Overall

17
21
4
18
16
76

Kernel components
Number of
Number
Number of
instances of
of
unique
definitions
instances
instances of
of uses
a global
variable
19
19
–
51
15
156
8
17
13
21
–
42
38
137
360
137
188
571

Non-kernel components
Number of
Number of
Number of
instances of instances of
unique
definitions
uses
instances of
a global
variable
157
0
209
749
–
1,467
65
–
280
43
27
109
1,013
1,080
3,792
2,027
1,107
5,857

Table 7: Definitions and uses of global variables in FreeBSD

Category
number

Number
of global
variables

1
2
3
4
5
Overall

22
35
8
4
6
75

Kernel components
Number of
Number
Number of
instances of
of
unique
definitions
instances
instances of
of uses
a global
variable
23
53
–
104
74
251
18
23
28
8
–
25
13
6
23
166
156
327

Non-kernel components
Number of
Number of
Number of
instances of instances of
unique
definitions
uses
instances of
a global
variable
73
0
87
172
–
504
36
–
70
24
22
21
33
24
42
338
46
724

consider here. The entries in the columns headed
“Number
of
component-dependency-inducing
definitions per kernel component” and “Number of
component-dependency-inducing definitions per kernel
KLOC” were calculated by dividing the entries in
column 4 by those in columns 2 and 3, respectively.

6.2. DEPENDENCY OF A KERNEL COMPONENT

In order to analyze dependencies within the kernel
and between kernel components and non-kernel
components, we need to examine definitions and uses of
global variables in more detail.
As stated in Section 4, a definition of a global
variable that induces a dependency of a kernel
component on another component is called a
component-dependency-inducing definition. A reusable
component should be dependent on as few other
components as possible. A global variable in category 2,
3, 4, or 5 is used in a kernel component and defined in
another component.
Therefore, a definition of a
category-2, -3, -4, or -5 global variable induces the
dependency of a kernel component on another
component, either in the kernel or the non-kernel. More
specifically, a definition of a category-2, -3, or -5 global
variable in a kernel component or a category-4 or -5
global variable in a non-kernel component is a
component-dependency-inducing definition (see Section
4). Table 8 lists the number of component-dependencyinducing definitions in the operating systems we

The entries in Table 8 may be interpreted as follows:
Suppose we wish to reuse a kernel component K of
Mach. On average, we will then have to modify 1.97
definitions of global variables in other components that
induce dependencies in K and thereby affect its reuse.
Similarly, if we wish to reuse 1,000 lines of Mach kernel
code, on average we will need to need to modify 4.58
definitions of global variables in other components that
induce dependencies and thereby affect the reuse of this
code. In contrast, if we wish to reuse a Linux kernel
component, on average we will need to modify 63.8
definitions of global variable in other components; to
reuse 1,000 lines of Linux kernel code, on average we
will need to modify 129.82 definitions of global
variables in other components.
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kernel-on-non-kernel-dependency-inducing if it induces
a dependency of a kernel component on a non-kernel
component.

From Table 8, we can see that Mach and FreeBSD
have a relatively small number of componentdependency-inducing definitions per kernel component
and per kernel KLOC. This shows that, on average, a
kernel component K in Mach and FreeBSD has few
dependencies on other components, which makes K
comparatively easy to reuse. The relatively independent
property of a kernel component in Mach and FreeBSD
means less effort is needed to perform kernel component
reuse, while the relative dependent property of Linux
means more effort is needed to perform kernel
component reuse.

As mentioned before, a category-4 or category-5
global variable is the most undesirable. According to
terminology 2, such a global variable is kernel-on-nonkernel-dependency-inducing, because it has a definition
in a non-kernel component and a use in a kernel
component. That is, the definition of a category-4 or -5
global variable induces a dependency of a kernel
component on a non-kernel component; these
dependencies adversely affect the entire-kernel reuse
effort. Table 9 enumerates the kernel-on-non-kerneldependency-inducing global variables in the opensource operating systems we consider here.

6.3. DEPENDENCIES OF THE KERNEL AS A WHOLE

In this paper, we are more concerned with entirekernel reuse than kernel-component reuse. As we
mentioned before, in most cases, successful reuse of
kernel-based software depends on the reuse effort of the
entire kernel. As stated in Section 4, a global variable is

Table 8: Dependencies of a kernel component

Operatin
g system

Number of
kernel
components

Kernel
size
(KLOC)

Mach
Linux
FreeBSD

71
20
131

30.576
9.829
108.475

Number of
componentdependency-inducing
definitions
140
1,276
149

Number of componentdependency-inducing
definitions per kernel
component
1.97
63.80
1.14

Number of componentdependency-inducing
definitions per kernel
KLOC
4.58
129.82
1.37

Table 9: Kernel-on-non-kernel-dependency-inducing global variables

Operating
system

Number
of global
variables

Mach
Linux
FreeBSD

13
34
10

Kernel components
Number of unique
Number of
instances of uses
instances of uses
22
57
18

38
402
48

Non-kernel components
Number of unique
Number of
instances of
instances of
definitions
definitions
22
40
421
1,107
42
46

Table 10: Dependencies of kernel components on non-kernel components induced by
kernel-on-non-kernel-dependency-inducing variables

Operating
System

Mach
Linux
FreeBSD

Number of
components

Kernel
Number of usedependency-induced
kernel components

Number
of instances of
uses

71
20
131

12
16
14

38
402
48

Non-kernel
Number of
Number of definitioninstances of
dependency-inducing
definitions
non-kernel
components
19
40
395
1,107
25
46

are used 38 times in kernel components. If multiple
instances of uses of the same global variable in the same
component are ignored, there are 22 unique instances of

Considering entire-kernel reuse, there are 13 global
variables that make Mach kernel components dependent
on non-kernel components. These 13 global variables
51
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non-kernel-dependency-inducing global variables gv1
and gv2, it is nevertheless counted as only one usedependency-induced kernel component, because
modifications will have to be made to kernel component
K irrespective of the number of uses of kernel-on-nonkernel-dependency-inducing global variables. Similarly,
if non-kernel component NK contains multiple
definitions
of
kernel-on-non-kernel-dependencyinducing global variables gv3 and gv4, it is likewise
counted as only one definition-dependency-inducing
non-kernel component.

uses in kernel components. Also, these 13 global
variables are defined 40 times in non-kernel
components. If multiple instances of definitions of the
same global variable in the same component are ignored,
there are 22 unique instances of definitions in nonkernel components. The other entries in Table 9 are
similar.
An implication of Table 9 is that, if we wish to reuse
the entire Mach kernel, we either need to modify the 38
uses of kernel-on-non-kernel-dependency-inducing
variables in kernel components to remove the
dependencies, or we also need to incorporate 40
definitions in non-kernel components (or some
combination of the two alternatives). Combining Table 9
with Table 4, we see that, although there are 332
instances of global variables in the Mach kernel, only 38
of them induce dependencies of a kernel component on a
non-kernel component.
Furthermore, of the 228
instances of global variables in non-kernel components,
only 40 of them make it difficult to reuse the entire
kernel. A similar result is found for FreeBSD, but not
Linux, which contains more kernel uses and non-kernel
definitions
of
kernel-on-non-kernel-dependencyinducing global variables.

Using Mach as an example to explain the entries of
Table 10, there are 71 kernel components in Mach, 12 of
which are use-dependency-induced kernel components.
There are 19 definition-dependency-inducing non-kernel
components. This means that 12 kernel components
have dependencies on 19 non-kernel components via
common coupling. More precisely, 12 kernel
components use at least one kernel-on-non-kerneldependency-inducing variable in a total of 38 instances,
which depend on 19 non-kernel components that define
a kernel-on-non-kernel-dependency-inducing variable in
a total of 40 instances.
Now, suppose that all 71 Mach kernel components
are to be reused. Two extreme approaches could be
taken. First, we could modify the 12 use-dependencyinduced kernel components in 38 places to remove the
dependencies of kernel components on non-kernel
components. Second, we could reuse the 19 definitiondependency-inducing non-kernel components together
with the kernel. Clearly, any combination of these two
extreme approaches could also be adopted. Turning
now to reusing the FreeBSD kernel, we could similarly
modify the 14 use-dependency-induced kernel
components in 48 places, reuse the 25 definitiondependency-inducing non-kernel components together
with the kernel, or adopt some combination of the two
extreme approaches.

Now we determine how many kernel components
have to be changed, or how many non-kernel
components have to be reused if we want to reuse the
entire kernel.
Dependencies between components caused by global
variables are induced by the definition–use relationship.
As stated in Section 4, a kernel component is usedependency-induced if it contains a use of a kernel-onnon-kernel-dependency-inducing variable, and a nonkernel component is definition-dependency-inducing if it
contains a definition of a kernel-on-non-kerneldependency-inducing variable. Use-dependency-induced
kernel components use the value of a kernel-on-nonkernel-dependency-inducing
variable;
definitiondependency-inducing non-kernel components define the
value of a kernel-on-non-kernel-dependency-inducing
variable, which means that a use-dependency-induced
kernel component is dependent on at least one
definition-dependency-inducing non-kernel component.
A kernel is difficult to reuse if it has too many usedependency-induced kernel components and if there are
too many definition-dependency-inducing non-kernel
components.

Recapitulating, suppose we wish to reuse the entire
Mach kernel, from Table 4, it appears that we would
have to modify 332 instances of global variables in
kernel modules. By considering only those instances that
induce dependencies of a kernel component on a nonkernel component, we see from Table 9 that only 38 of
the 332 instances would have to be changed. Finally, by
considering
use-dependency-induced
kernel
components, we see from Table 10 that the number of
kernel components that would have to be changed is 12.
Alternatively, 19 definition-dependency-inducing nonkernel components would have to be reused together
with the entire kernel. This shows that the Mach kernel
and the FreeBSD kernel are relatively independent as a
whole, which means less effort is needed to perform
entire-kernel reuse.

Table 10 shows the number of use-dependencyinduced kernel components and definition-dependencyinducing non-kernel components in the operating
systems we consider here. Multiple occurrences of the
same component are counted as one. For example, if
kernel component K contains multiple uses of kernel-on52
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In contrasting, it is hard to find a good strategy for
reusing the 20 Linux kernel components. On one hand,
if we modify the 16 use-dependency-induced kernel
components in 402 places, we may completely change
the functionality of the kernel. On the other hand,
reusing the 395 definition-dependency-inducing nonkernel components together with the kernel would result
in widespread unnecessary and redundant reuse.
Furthermore, a kernel is generally difficult to reuse if it
references a kernel-on-non-kernel-dependency-inducing
variable gv and there are many definitions of gv in nonkernel components and many uses in kernel
components. Linux has more instances of uses of kernelon-non-kernel-dependency-inducing variables in kernel
components and instances of definitions in non-kernel
components than Mach or the three BSDs, which means
that the Linux kernel is strongly dependent on nonkernel components.

(b)
Figure 1. The structure of (a) MkLinux; and (b) Darwin.

In order to evaluate our measures of using common
coupling to represent reuse effort, we compared the
source code of (1) MkLinux 1.1 with Linux 2.1.129 and
Mach 3.0, from which MkLinux 1.1 is produced; (2)
Darwin 7.0 with FreeBSD 5.1 and Mach 3.0, from
which Darwin 7.0 is produced. The comparison is
performed using a Perl program that integrates the
source code diff function. Table 11 lists the number of
components of Linux, Mach, and FreeBSD that were
reused (might with modifications) in the creation of
MkLinux and Darwin. Table 12 lists the number of new
components added to MkLinux and Darwin. These new
components could be added to kernel or non-kernel. The
other components parts in Figure 1 are considered as
non-kernel.

Software reuse depends on a large number of
disparate factors [16]. One factor is the effort spent on
customizing and reusing these components. The reuse
effort of a kernel-based software product depends on the
reuse effort of its kernel and this, in turn, depends on the
definitions and uses of global variables within the kernel
and non-kernel components. From the viewpoint of
dependencies, reusing both the Mach and FreeBSD
kernels is relatively effortless, irrespective of the precise
reuse mechanism followed, while reusing Linux kernel
will consume more effort.
6.4. THE CREATION OF MKLINUX AND DARWINOLE

As described in Section 5, MkLinux and Darwin
were created by reusing Linux, FreeBSD, and Mach.
Both MkLinux and Darwin are dual-kernel systems.
Their structures are shown in Figure 1. In MkLinux, the
Linux part is reused from Linux operating system, the
Osfmk part is reused from Mach; in Darwin, the Bsd
part is reused from FreeBSD, and the Osfmk part is
reused from Mach.

Table 11: The number of components reused from Linux,
and Mach

Target
system
MkLinux

Darwin

FreeBSD,

Kernel
Non-kernel
Reused
from Original Reused Original Reused
Linux

20

17

3,597

1,582

Mach

71

64

892

395

FreeBSD

131

48

3,157

223

Mach

71

59

892

189

Table 12: The number of components in MkLinux and Darwin

Kernel
Target
Reused
system
MkLinux 81
Darwin

(a)

53

107

Non-kernel
Total

New

Reused

New

54

1,977

2,670

4,782

89

412

1,246

1,854
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MkLinux than in the construction of Darwin. In
particular, we found that in the construction of
MkLinux, about 446k lines of code needs to be
modified to reuse Linux and Mach components, and
about 938k new lines of code needs to be created to
add new components; in contrast, in the construction
of Darwin, about 269k lines of code need to be
modified to reuse FreeBSD and Mach components
and about 442k lines of code need to be created to
add new components. These observations indirectly
support our argument of using common coupling as
the measure of reuse effort and the subsequent
conclusions—more effort is needed to reuse Linux
kernel than FreeBSD and Mach Kernel due to kernel
dependency induced by common coupling.

The effort to producing new systems by reusing
existing components can be roughly divided into two
parts, (a) the effort of reusing (including identifying
and modifying) existing components, and (b) the
effort of creating new components. Assume the effort
to identifying components is minor comparing with
the effort to modifying the component. We use the
number of lines of code modified on original
components to represent the effort of reusing existing
components. Table 13 shows the effort of reusing
existing components in the creation of MkLinux and
Darwin (The size of the reused component refers to
the size of the modified component, not the original
component). The effort is represented with the total
number of lines of code modified on (including added
to, deleted from, and changed on) the original
components. It shows that about 445.655k and
269.346k lines of code need to be modified on
reusing the existing components in the creation of
MkLinux and Darwin respectively.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have utilized our categorization of
common coupling based on definitions and uses of
global variables to analyze the reuse effort for a software
component. Common coupling in different categories
has different effects on the reuse effort in kernel-based
software. Our results show that common coupling within
the Mach kernel and the FreeBSD kernel is well
designed, inducing only a few dependencies of kernel
components on non-kernel components. As a result,
relatively less effort is required for entire-kernel reuse of
these two operating systems. While common coupling
within Linux kernel induces large amount of
dependencies, which makes it difficult. The discussions
were evaluated by analyzing the effort in the creation of
MkLinux and Darwin.

Table 13: The effort of reusing existing components in the
construction of MkLinux and Darwin

Target
system
MkLinux

Darwin

Size of
Total
Number of
Reused
reused
Lines
reused
from components Components modified
(KLOC) (KLOC)
Linux
1,599
741.959 332.668
Mach

459

249.268

112.987

FreeBSD

271

179.948

178.093

Mach

248

123.442

91.253
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